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In 2004, Jetboil revolutionized backcountry cooking 
by creating the original all-in-one stove system. Today 
we continue to innovate with a range of intuitive, 
reliable and lightning-quick stove systems. Whether 
you’re boiling water for coffee or cooking up dinner 
for the crew, we’ll satisfy cravings and never leave you 
hanging. So pack your bags. Chase incredible views. 
We got dinner.
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DEAR  
JETHEAD…
For the past 20 years, we were so busy in our pursuit of efficiency 
that we may have lost sight of the most important thing: mealtime. 
Because the truth is, our purpose isn’t hidden between the tech 
and specs, the buzzwords or the awards. Not even close. 

Our purpose is to help you cook amazing meals, in places that 
make you happy, with friends that make you even happier. It’s as 
simple as that. 

So we’ll keeping doing what we do and making what we make, 
with your mealtime always in sight. 

This is Mealtime Elevated.
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FAST BOIL  
SYSTEMS
Gas Feed — Unregulated
Simple and reliable, our unregulated systems harness every ounce  
of our FluxRing Technology, providing maximum efficiency and rapid  
boiling for three-season performance. In fact, we specially engineered  
our industry-leading Flash to boil water in just 100 seconds. Jetboil  
delivers a surefire launch and the quick boil times make unregulated  
stoves perfect for heating soups, brewing coffee, or boiling water  
for pastas and dehydrated meals.

LIGHTNING 
QUICK

COFFEE

COMPACT

DEHYDRATED 
MEALS

EFFICIENT

BEST FOR

FEATURES
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Feature heavy, packs light...
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FEATURES

•  Stand-alone Stove with Titanium Burner  
and .8L FluxRing Cook Pot is the lightest 
Jetboil system ever made

•  FluxRing Technology ensures a rapid 
2.5-minute boil time

•  Cook Pot with lid and attached pour  
handle makes for easy handling

•  Nesting Design allows for compact  
and easy take-anywhere-ability

•  Fuel stabilizer keeps it all stable and steady

•  Storage for 100 g JetPower Fuel Canister 
makes packing for adventure easy

  SPECIFICATIONS

 Weight 7.1 oz (200 g)*

 Power 4,500 BTU/h (1.52 kW)

 Volume 27 fl oz (.8 Liter)

 Boil Time 2 minutes 30 seconds 

 Dimensions 5.1" x 4.4" (130 mm x 112 mm)

  *System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.
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The Lightest and Most Compact Jetboil Ever. We know your dreams are big 
and ambitious. Which is why we designed the Stash™ to be lightweight and 
compact, maximizing your pack space without sacrificing that iconic Jetboil 
performance. At 7.1 oz or 200 g, the .8L Stash is 40% lighter than the .8L Zip.

STASH
FAS T  B O IL  S YS T EMS

A complete system that fits in the palm of your hand. Really. Oh, it's also the lightest 
stove kit ever made, 40% lighter than our next lightest system! 

The Stash folds down into 
its own .8L cook pot, the lid 
securely holds a 100 g fuel 
canister with space to store  
mini-lighter.

(JetPower Fuel and mini-lighter  
sold separately)

CRAZY
COMPACT.

BEST FOR 

Maximizing pack  
space without  
sacrificing  
performance.

STASH

BOOM
THAT'S IT.

BANGBING
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FEATURES

• 100 Second Boil Time so you can  
fuel up faster 

• Thermochromatic, color-change heat 
indicator makes knowing when water  
is ready easy 

• Convenient, reliable push-button 
igniter for quick & easy starts

• 1L cook pot with insulating cozy  
allows for hand-held warmth  

• FluxRing Technology means greater  
surface area for minimal boil times  
and improved fuel efficiencies

  SPECIFICATIONS

 Weight 13.1 oz (371 g)*

 Power 9,000 BTU/h (2.6 kW)

 Volume 32 fl oz (1 Liter)

 Boil Time  100 sec per 16 oz (.5 Liter)

 Dimensions 4.1" x 7.1" (104 mm x 180 mm)

  *System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.

FLCBN
(Carbon)
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Boil in seconds so you can fuel up faster. Blistering boil times come standard in 
our industry-leading Flash. This means enjoying that hot cup o’ joe or a hot meal 
at camp just got that much easier.

FLASH
FAS T  B O IL  S YS T EMS

BEST FOR 

Boiling water for  
dehydrated meals,  
coffee, and tea.

Java in a flash. The Flash Java Kit bundles 
our efficient Flash cooking system with  
the stowable Silicone Coffee Press, which 
stores perfectly inside the cook pot.  

FEATURES

• 100 Second Boil Time so you can fuel up faster 

•  Thermochromatic, color-change heat indicator 
makes knowing when water is ready easy 

•  Convenient, reliable push-button igniter 
for quick & easy starts

•  1L cook pot with insulating cozy allows for  
hand-held warmth  

•  FluxRing Technology for the greater surface area, 
minimal boil times and improved fuel efficiencies 

•  Included Silicone Coffee Press lets you enjoy  
your favorite French press coffee wherever  
you’re headed

INCLUDES

• Jetboil Flash

• Silicone Coffee Press

FLASH JAVA KIT

FLJVEC
(Ecto)

FLWLD
(Wild)

FLCM
(Camo)

FLFRC
(Fractile)



INTRODUCTION:

This pho inspired recipe is designed for simplicity without compromising on the 
iconic flavor. Being a Vietnamese-American that is passionate about the outdoors, 
there is nothing more comforting than cozying up to a meal that defined my  
childhood. It is a perfect way to combine my culture with my passion.

All ingredients are extremely lightweight and fit into a small sandwich bag. This 
recipe is so quick, easy, and delicious that any Vietnamese granny would be proud!

INGREDIENTS:

• 1 small bundle of dry flat rice noodles

• 1 Pho Hoa spice packet 

• 1 bouillon cube (vegetable, chicken, or beef flavor)

• 5-10 pieces of soy protein

•  1 small piece of rock sugar (roughly the size of a grape or alternatively  
use 1 tsp of brown sugar)

• 1 tbsp of dehydrated onions

• Optional garnish: green onions and cilantro can be added

DIRECTIONS: 

1.  Add all ingredients (rice noodles, spice bag, bouillon cube, soy protein,  
and rock sugar) into a jetboil system.

2.  Add 2 cups of water and bring to a boil, once a rolling boil is reached,  
turn off the flame. 

3.  The spice packet will inflate in your jetboil, but have no fear, this is normal.

4.  Stir ingredients until the bouillon cube and rock sugar are dissolved.

5.  Cover with lid for approximately 5 minutes. 

6.  Once the rice noodles and soy protein are soft, remove and discard  
the spice packet.

7.  Add optional garnish if desired, mix gently and enjoy!

Backpacker's Pho 
By Dally Tram | Photographer, Climber, Backountry Chef

PRE C IS IO N C O OKING SYSTEMS
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FEATURES

• .8 Liter Cook Pot with insulating cozy  
allows for hand-held warmth  

•  FluxRing Technology means greater  
surface area for minimal boil times  
and improved fuel efficiencies

• Match ignition 

  SPECIFICATIONS

 Weight 12 oz (340 g)*

 Power 4,500 BTU/h (0.9 kW)

 Volume 27 fl oz (0.8 Liter)

 Boil Time  2 minutes 30 sec. per 16 oz (.5 Liter) 

 Dimensions 4.1" x 6.5" (104 mm x 165 mm)

  *System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.
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Compact and efficient boil. A tried-and-true classic, the Zip was born from 
our original PCS design and offers a reliable, no-frills option for backpackers. 
Lightweight and compact, this stove focuses on the backcountry boiling 
essentials. No more and no less.

ZIP
FAS T  B O IL  S YS T EMS

ZPCB
(Carbon)

BEST FOR 

No frills cooking — 
stowable, efficient, 
and ultra affordable.
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PRECISION 
COOKING SYSTEMS
Gas Feed — Regulated
No need for fancy restaurants, Jetboil has gourmet on-the-go down.  
Our regulated systems feature best-in-class simmer control for unmatched 
versatility and expanded cold-weather capabilities in the backcountry. 
Advanced regulator valves allow for incremental adjustments to fuel flow, 
giving you a range of temperature options to cook anything, anywhere. 

To back it up, we’ve included the pot support with all of our gas-regulated 
Mo’s, helping you move beyond the boundaries of boiling. From camping 
and backpacking to overlanding and road tripping, our regulated systems 
have forged a new frontier in off-the-grid cooking.

Minimal Control:  
0 to 100 in a quarter turn.

x.25

Industry Standard

x1 x2 x3 x4
Maximum Control: Experience a wide range of  

incremental heat outputs specific to cooking needs

Jetboil Standard
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FEATURES

• Unbeatable simmer control with adjustable  
flame brings precise cooking control at  
your fingertips

• Regulated pressure for consistent  
performance down to 20°F (-6°C) for  
reliable use in any season 

• Convenient, reliable push-button igniter  
for quick and easy starts 

• Improved efficiencies with compatible Jetboil 
accessories adds variety to cooking abilities 

  SPECIFICATIONS

 Weight 3.3 oz (95 g)*

 Power 10,000 BTU/h (3 kW)

 Boil Time  3 minutes per 1 liter in  
FluxRing Cook Pot

 Dimensions 4.1" x 3.75" (104 mm x 95.3 mm)

  *System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.
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Cooked to perfection, not burnt beyond recognition. Pack it up, pack it in. 
This ridiculously versatile and compact stove weighs in at a meager 3.3 oz. But 
lucky for you, it still packs enough punch to quickly reach a rolling boil, and the 
four-turn regulator valve gives it a soft enough touch for sautéing greens or 
simmering sauces.

MIGHTYMO
PRE C IS IO N C O OKING SYSTEMS

MTYM

MightyMo works 
together with Summit 
Skillet and 1.5L Ceramic 
FluxRing Cook Pot, 
without the need 
for the Pot Support. 
JetPower Fuel, Summit 
Skillet and 1.5L Ceramic 
FluxRing Cook Pot  
sold separately, see 
pages 35 – 39.

CRCPT15

SKLT

BEST FOR 

Versatile trail cooking, 
with minimal weight  
and pack size.

Happy together...
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FEATURES

• Unbeatable simmer control with adjustable 
flame brings precise cooking control at  
your fingertips 

• Regulated pressure for consistent  
performance down to 20°F (-6°C)  
for reliable use in any season 

• Convenient, reliable push-button igniter  
for quick and easy starts 

• .8 Liter Cook Pot with insulating cozy  
allows for hand-held warmth  

• FluxRing Technology means greater  
surface area for minimal boil times  
and improved fuel efficiencies

  SPECIFICATIONS

 Weight 12 oz (340 g)*

 Power 6,000 BTU/h (1.75 kW)

 Volume 27 fl oz (.8 Liter)

 Boil Time  2 minutes 15 sec. per 16 oz (.5 Liter)

 Dimensions 4.1" x 6.5" (104 mm x 165 mm)

  *System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.
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Comes small, cooks huge. Our lightest self-contained regulated cooking 
system doesn’t compromise performance or versatility. It might be light and 
stowable in your pack, but this stove can do big things with our proprietary 
regulator technology. Boil fast. Simmer slow. It’s up to you.

MICROMO
PRE C IS IO N C O OKING SYSTEMS

Pot Support
Included

MCMTM
(Tamale)

BEST FOR 

Fully contained  
personal regulated 
cooking system 
without the  
extra weight.

MCMCB
(Carbon)



INGREDIENTS:

• 1 tablespoon butter powder

•  1 small russet potato, shredded  
(or 1/2 cup dried)

•  small carrot, peeled and diced

•  1/2 onion, diced

•  1/2 teaspoon salt, divided

BEFORE YOU GO: 

1.  To prep the recipe prior to your trip, boil carrot and potato. Once cooked,  
let cool completely and peel. Cut the carrot into 1/4 inch cubes and coarsely 
shred your potato. Place into a dehydrator at 135F for 6-12 hours. 

2. Place chopped onions in a dehydrator at 135F for 6-12 hours. 

3.  Once the root vegetables are done, place them into a plastic bag with 
dehydrated onions, powdered butter, 1/4 teaspoon salt, black pepper.

4.  In a second plastic bag, measure out dried 1/4 teaspoon salt, dried egg  
powder, and dried chives.

ON THE TRAIL: 

5. Bring 10oz of water to a boil in your MiniMo pot.

6.  Add root vegetable ingredients, stir, cover, and reduce to simmer for  
about 10 minutes.

7.  Once the vegetables are tender, return to medium heat, stirring often,  
until all of the liquid has evaporated and vegetables have begun to brown.

8.  Once the vegetables are soft and cooked through, remove from the pot  
and into the cup accessory. 

9.  Wipe out the pot with a towel. Return the pot to heat with the egg mixture  
and 5 tbsp water. Scramble eggs until well done, then plate with vegetables 
into the bowl. 

Root Vegetable Hash 
By Jon Moore | Fly Fisher, Backpacker, Photographer

•  1/4 teaspoon black pepper

•  1 1/4 cup water (or 10oz)

•  1/8 cup dehydrated bacon

•  4 tbsp dried egg powder

•  1 teaspoon dried chives

•  5 tbsp water

FEATURES

•  Unbeatable simmer control with  
adjustable flame brings precise  
cooking control at your fingertips 

•  Regulated pressure for consistent  
performance down to 20°F (-6°C)  
for reliable use in any season 

•  1 Liter Cook Pot with insulating cozy  
allows for hand-held warmth 

•  FluxRing Technology means greater  
surface area for minimal boil times  
and improved fuel efficiencies 

•  Convenient, reliable push-button 
igniter for quick and easy starts 

•  Metal handles and wide form factor  
for improved spoon angle make for  
an easier cooking and eating experience

  SPECIFICATIONS

 Weight 14.6 oz (415 g)*

 Power 6,000 BTU/h (1.75 kW)

 Volume 32 fl oz (1 Liter)

 Boil Time  2 minutes 15 sec. per 16 oz (.5 Liter)

 Dimensions 5" x 6" (127 mm x 152 mm)

  *System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.
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Don't just heat meals, create them. Built with just you in mind, the MiniMo 
combines our tried-and-true efficiency and versatility with a convenient form 
factor. The metal handles and innovative designed cook pot—optimized for a low 
spoon angle—make it the perfect pot for personal cooking and eating.

MINIMO
PRE C IS IO N C O OKING SYSTEMS

Pot Support
Included

BEST FOR 

Individual cooking  
and convenient  
eating — our  
most popular  
regulated system.

MNMSS
(Sunset)

PRECISION COOKING SYSTEMS  •  22

MNMCM
(Camo)

MNMCB
(Carbon)

MNMAD
(Adventure)
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FEATURES

•  Unbeatable simmer control brings precise  
cooking control at your fingertips 

•  Regulated for consistent performance down  
to 20°F (-6°C) for reliable use in any season 

•  Convenient, reliable push-button igniter for  
quick and easy starts 

• 1.8 Liter Cook Pot is perfect for larger groups

•  FluxRing Technology means greater surface  
area for minimal boil times and improved  
fuel efficiencies 

• Insulating cozy allows for hand-held warmth 

  SPECIFICATIONS

 Weight 16 oz (453 g)*

 Power 6,000 BTU/h (1.75 kW)

 Volume 60 fl oz (1.8 Liter)

 Boil Time  4 minutes 15 sec. per 32 oz (1 Liter)

 Dimensions 4.9" x 8.25" (125 mm x 210 mm)

  *System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.
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Ultimate cooking capacity. Sometimes JetHeads have a few JetFriends.  
That’s why we made the SUMO. It packs the same regulated gas feed in a  
higher capacity cook pot to fuel the whole squad with plenty of meal options. 
Plus, the optional Grande Coffee Press, Summit Skillet and 1.5L Ceramic FluxRing 
Cook Pot means you won’t have any shortage of meal options on the trail.

SUMO
PRE C IS IO N C O OKING SYSTEMS

Pot Support
Included

SUMOCB
(Carbon)

BEST FOR 

Group cooking 
without sacrificing 
efficiency.
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BASECAMP  
SYSTEMS
Propane Feed — Regulated
Bacon and eggs? Pasta and marinara? That’s the chef’s choice. Our basecamp 
systems pack the same regulated FluxRing technology into larger cook tops, 
giving you additional camp cooking versatility. When the trips get longer or  
the crew grows larger, the JetLink technology gives you the option to grow  
your basecamp system into a full-fledged backcountry kitchen. So whether  
it’s car camping, van life, or alpine expeditions, keep the team well fed with  
the industry’s most rugged and functional camp stoves. 



GNSY
(Genesis System)
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The Ultimate Basecamp Cooking System
Everything You Need in One System.

27

Fuel sold
separately.

LUNA and cook pot
sold separately.

JetLink

  SPECIFICATIONS

 Weight 9.1 lbs (4.1 kg)*

 Power 2 - 10,000 BTU/h (3 kW)

 Boil Time  3 minutes 15 sec. per 32 oz  
(1 Liter in 5L FluxPot)

 Dimensions 10.3" x 7.2" (262 mm x 183 mm)

 Fuel   Compatible with standard 16.4 oz 
propane bottle

   *System weight excludes regulator,  
 windscreen and carry bag.

Massively compact cooking system. The Genesis Basecamp System is the 
ultimate all-in-one backcountry cooking system, stowing neatly into itself and 
then fitting snugly into the durable travel bag. In one fell swoop you can pick 
up the regulated Genesis Stove, 5-liter FluxPot, and Fry Pan—everything you 
need to set a new benchmark for basecamp cooking. 

GENESIS
BAS E C A MP S YS TEMS

BASECAMP
SYSTEM

BEST FOR 

Maximum cooking area 
and versatility when 
you're off the grid.

FEATURES

•  Fast and efficient folding 2-burner stove,  
perfect for solo meals or large group cooking 

•  5L FluxRing Cook Pot for greater surface area  
and improved fuel efficiencies 

•  10" ceramic -coated fry pan with easy  
non-stick cooking makes cleaning a breeze

•  JetLink™ Accessory Hose expands system  
to allow for great cooking abilities 

•  System includes Genesis Stove, 10" Fry Pan, 
5L FluxRing Cook Pot, Carry Bag, Windscreen  
and Fuel Regulator



FEATURES

•  Modular system with JetLink™ output to 
expand system and expand cooking abilities 

•  9" ceramic coated fry pan for easy,  
non-stick cooking 

•  Unbeatable simmer control with adjustable 
flame brings precise cooking control at  
your fingertips 

•  System includes Stove, 9" FryPan, Carry Bag, 
Windscreen and Fuel Regulator  

  SPECIFICATIONS

 Weight 3.5 lbs (1.6 kg)*

 Power 10,000 BTU/h (3 kW)

 Boil Time  3 minutes 15 sec. per 1 liter in  
5L FluxRing Cook Pot

 Dimensions 9.4" x 3.9" (239 mm x 99 mm)

 Fuel  Compatible with standard  
16.4 oz propane bottle

   *System weight excludes regulator,  
 windscreen and carry bag.

Grow your own. Retrofit your backcountry repertoire with the world’s first 
modular, expandable basecamp cooking system. Use it as a standalone stove, 
or couple it to other JetLink compatible stoves via the JetLink Port. A beastly 
10,000 BTUs makes boiling water a jif, and incomparable simmer control 
gives you the flexibility to boil fast or simmer slow. 

FEATURES

•  Fast and efficient folding 2-burner stove, 
perfect for solo meals or large group cooking 

•  JetLink™ Accessory Hose expands system  
to allow for great cooking abilities 

•  Unbeatable simmer control with adjustable 
flame brings precise cooking control at  
your fingertips

•  Innovative design makes for easy clean-up  

•  System carrying bag with pocket for  
regulator fuel connection  
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  SPECIFICATIONS

 Weight 6.2 lbs (2.8 kg)*

 Power 2 - 10,000 BTU/h (3 kW)

 Boil Time  3 minutes 15 sec. per 32 oz  
(1 Liter in 5L FluxRing Cook Pot)

 Dimensions 9.8" x 4.6" (249 mm x 117 mm)

 Fuel   Compatible with standard 16.4 oz 
propane bottle

   *Stove weight excludes regulator,  
 windscreen and carry bag.

Modular dual-burner stove. Can you imagine the meals you’d make if you  
had the convenience of kitchen cooking in the backcountry? Well, that dream 
is now a reality with the Genesis, an ultra compact dual-burner stove that 
folds in half for easy travel. It’s designed specifically for Jetboil’s versatile  
line of cookware, and like our other Basecamp Systems, it includes the 
JetLink Port for daisy chaining other Jetboil stoves. 

GENESIS
BAS E C A MP S YS TEMS

STOVE HALFGEN

BASECAMP SYSTEMS  •  30

GNST
(Genesis Stove)

HALFGEN
(HalfGen System)

BEST FOR 

Adding a compact  
cook top to your  
camp kitchen.

BEST FOR 

Expanding  
your basecamp  
cooking  
possibilities.



BAS E C A MP S YS TEMS

GROW 
YOUR 
OWN

LUNA SATELLITE BURNER

FEATURES

•  Satellite burner boils water fast for quick  
food and drink prep  

•  Packs inside Zip, Flash, MicroMo, MiniMo  
and SUMO Cook Pots  

•  Attaches only to Jetboil & Eureka! multi-burner 
propane stoves using the JetLink™ connection 
(Genesis and HalfGen)

•  Compatible with .8L, 1LS, 1LT, 1.8L Cook Pots 

 SPECIFICATIONS

Weight : 6.8 oz (192 g)*

Length: 3.75" x 2.75"

JETLINK ACCESSORY HOSE

FEATURES

•  Allows connection of multiple Jetboil & 
Eureka! propane stoves via JetLink™ port  

•  Allows multiple stoves to run off one  
common fuel source and regulator  

•  Rugged braided stainless steel hose  
design holds up for all adventures 

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight : 9.5 oz (270 g)*

Length: 3 feet

CPT52522181 FRYPN10 GNSBG
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GENESIS STOVE

GENSIS STOVE + 5L FLUXRING  
COOK POT + LUNA + 1.5L CERAMIC 

FLUXRING COOK POT

HALFGEN + 5L FLUXRING 
COOK POT

HALFGEN SYSTEM

HALFGEN SYSTEM

5L FLUXRING  
COOK POT

FEATURES

•  FluxRing Technology with 
greater surface area for 
minimal boil times and 
improved fuel efficiencies 

•  Genesis Stove nests within  
pot for easy transport 
wherever you’re headed 

•  Easy-to-carry insulated 
handles to move and  
adjust with ease 

•  Strainer lid included adds 
variety to cooking abilities 

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight : 32.85 oz (930 g)*

Capacity: 5 Liters

10" FRY PAN

FEATURES

• Ceramic-coated fry pan  
for easy, non-stick cooking 

• High wall design for  
better sautéing 

• Designed to nest with  
Jetboil Genesis cooking  
system for easy transport 

• Folding handles for  
compact storage  

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight : 13.4 oz (380 g)*

Dimensions: 10" x 2"

GENESIS SYSTEM BAG

FEATURES

•  Designed to fit all  
components of the  
Genesis Cooking System: 
Genesis stove, 5L FluxRing 
Cook Pot, 10" fry pan,  
regulator and lid  

•  Easy-to-carry handle for  
easy transport 

•  Padded walls for protection 
and easy packing 

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight : 9.7 oz (275 g)*

Dimensions: 11" x 9"

LNA

LUNA 

LUNA
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COOKWARE  
& ACCESSORIES
Everything but the kitchen sink.
Jetboil cookware and accessories bring all of the versatility and  
convenience of your kitchen into the backcountry. Our camping  
skillets and cook pots feature ceramic non-stick performance for  
easy clean-up and FluxRing technology to maximize performance  
and efficiency. Jetboil accessories like the Silicone Coffee Press,  
JetSet Utensils, and Pot Support let you build out your meal kit  
without weighing down your pack. From the trail to the tailgate,  
it’s time to elevate your backcountry meals. 

STIR FRYDEHYDRATED 
MEALS

COMPACT



INGREDIENTS:

• 1 package Right Rice Spanish rice

•  1/2 cup Dehydrated refried black beans

•  1/4 cup dehydrated red bell peppers

•  1/4 cup dehydrated crimini mushrooms

•  1/4 cup dehydrated corn 

•  2 tablespoons dehydrated onions

•  1/2 teaspoon paprika

BEFORE YOU GO: 

1.  Place dehydrated bell peppers, mushrooms, corn, and onions in packable container. 

2.  Mix all spices and store in a small, backpacking-ready container.

ON THE TRAIL: 

3.  Unpack and assemble Jetboil MightyMo and Jetboil MiniMo.

4. Bring 2 1/2 cups of water to a boil in MightyMo.

5.  Add 3/4 cup of water to the dehydrated vegetable mix, stir, tightly seal, and then 
set aside for 10 minutes.

6.  Place refried beans in MiniMo and mix in 1/2 cup of boiled water. Stir to combine, 
cover, and let sit for 7 minutes.

7. Add Right Rice to remaining water, stir well. Cover and let sit for 12 minutes.

8.  Once vegetables are fully rehydrated, place them in the Jetboil Summit Skillet and 
bring them to medium-high heat. Sprinkle on the spice mixture to taste and cook 
until mushrooms are slightly browned.

9.  Finally, create your burrito bowl: start with a base of Right Rice, then add a  
scoop of refried beans. Top with a helping of vegetables, add a slice of avocado  
(if you’re feeling fancy), and finish with a last sprinkle of the spice mix. 

This recipe was designed to be shared, and it makes enough for 3-4 burrito bowls.

Not My Dad's Burrito Bowl 
By Gritty Gourmet | Backountry Chef, Climber, Adventurer

•  1/4 teaspoon cumin

•  1/8 teaspoon chipotle powder

•  1/4 teaspoon chili powder

•  1/4 teaspoon salt

•  1/8 teaspoon ground black pepper

• 1 teaspoon oil (optional)

• 3 1/2 cups water

PRE C IS IO N C O OKING SYSTEMS
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FEATURES

•  1.5L Ceramic FluxRing Cook Pot is ready  
to cook any meal on the trail

•  FluxRing Technology makes cooking quick  
and easy, so you can chow down faster

•  Ceramic coated for easy, nonstick cooking  
to make tastier meals on the trail 

•  Non-stick coating makes for effortless  
clean-up with the wipe of a rag 

•  Wide-open form factor that makes it easy  
to simmer and cook for small groups  

•  Folding wire handles and insulating cozy  
for safe and easy handling

•  FluxRing Technology means greater  
surface area for minimal boil times  
and improved fuel efficiencies

  SPECIFICATIONS

 Weight 10.8 oz (306 g)*

 Volume 51 oz (1.5 Liter)

 Dimensions 6.3" x 4.8" diameter packed 
  (160 mm x 122 mm)
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Take backcountry cooking to the next level. Our 1.5L Ceramic FluxRing  
Cook Pot is a backcountry essential for solo or group cooking, and its non-stick  
ceramic coating allows for amped up cooking and even easier cleaning. Gone  
are the days of boring camp food sticking to the bottom of your pot. It’s time  
to elevate your next backcountry experience.

1.5L CERAMIC  
FLUXRING COOK POT

NON-S T IC K  C E RAMIC  COOKWARE

CRCPT15

Pot support must be used when cooking on 
compatible Jetboil systems. (Sold Separately)

MightyMo is sold separately  
see page 19
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Versatility built-in. Our non-stick skillet packs the performance of your  
kitchen pans into a trail-ready solution. Not only does it improve your  
backcountry cooking versatility, the turner nests into the handle for  
compact and lightweight travel.

SUMMIT SKILLET
NON-S T IC K  C E RAMIC  COOKWARE

FEATURES

•  Ceramic coated for easy, non-stick cooking  
to make tastier meals on the trail 

•  Non-stick coating makes for effortless  
clean-up with the wipe of a rag 

•  Included turner nests in handle for easy  
storage and transport 

•  Varied wall thickness for even  
heat distribution

•  Eco-Friendly, PFOA/PFA and  
lead/cadmium free

  SKILLET SPECIFICATIONS

 Weight 10.6 oz (300 g) (includes turner)

 Dimensions 8.5" x 1.9" diameter packed 
  (216 mm x 48 mm)

  TURNER SPECIFICATIONS

 Weight 74 oz (21 g)

 Dimensions 2.6" x 7.3" x 0.9" 
  (65 mm x 185 mm x 21 mm)

Pot support must be used when cooking on 
compatible Jetboil systems. (Sold Separately)

SKLT



JETPOWER FUEL CRUNCHITJETGAUGE
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FEATURES

•  3 settings for precise weighing  
of JetPower Fuel canisters  

• Easy-to-read digital output fuel levels 
• Usage guide helps for meal planning 

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight: 3 oz (85 g)
Max Capacity: 5.5 lbs (2.5 kg)
Battery Included: 3V CR2032

FEATURES

• Lightweight, rugged stainless steel  
construction for use anywhere 

• Safely vents fuel canisters prior to  
puncturing and preps for proper recycling

• Clips onto carabiner or key ring 

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight: 1 oz (28 g)
Dimensions: 1.4" x 3"  (35 cm x 76 cm)
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SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions:  
3.5" x 2.8"  (9 cm x 7 cm)

Fuel Capacity:  
100 g (approx. 12 liters  
of boiled water)

Gross Weight:  
199 g

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions:  
4.3" x 3.9"  (11 cm x 10 cm)

Fuel Capacity:  
230 g (approx. 24 liters  
of boiled water)

Gross Weight:  
380 g

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions:  
4.3" x 5.9"  (11 cm x 15 cm)

Fuel Capacity:  
450 g (approx. 48 liters  
of boiled water)

Gross Weight:  
666 g

JF100 JF230 JF450

Multiple sizes for multiple uses. Formulated for maximum efficiency and  
minimum consumption, our high-performance propane/isobutane  
four-season fuel delivers higher vapor pressure for  
improved performance in cold weather.

Know before you go. Engineered  
to accurately measure the fuel level  
of any Jetboil canister, this tool will  
help you know your exact fuel level.

A solid foundation. Attach to your Jetboil burner to use our Summit Skillet,  
the FluxRing Cook Pot, or a variety of traditional pots and pans.

The name says it all. Puncture canisters 
to make them recycle-ready. Because 
there’s nothing less efficient than 
throwing things away. 

JTG

CRUNCH

• Lightweight, rugged stainless steel construction

• Safely vents fuel prior to puncturing

• Useful Jetboil toolkit with bottle opener and jet 

   orifice wrench integrated into handle

• Clips onto carabiner or key ring for convenience

CRUNCHIT
Even when empty, a fuel canister represents a huge energy 

opportunity. Help recover that energy with the CrunchIt: a simple tool 

for puncturing empty canisters to make them recycle-ready.

Because there’s nothing less efficient than throwing things away. 

How far can a canister take you? Take the guesswork out of how 

much fuel you have left with the new Jetgauge. A lightweight 

tool engineered to accurately measure the fuel level of any 

JetPower canister, it enables precision fuel planning and 

keeps you from running on empty. So stop shaking the can and 

hauling extra fuel you don’t need, and start stretching the fuel 

you carry further.    

* Maximum boils based on   
   stove and conditions

“A little knowledge 
goes a long way.”
FAST  COMPACT  EFFICIENT

• 3 settings for weighing 100 g, 230 g and 450 g  

   JetPower canisters

• Easy to read digital output fuel levels

• Convenient usage guide to help meal planning

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 
3 oz (85 g) 

Max Capacity: 
5.5 lbs (2.5 kg)

Battery Included: 
3V CR2032

JETGAUGE
NEW FOR 2018

JTG

FUEL CAN STABILIZER

CRUNCH

*  Maximum boils based 
on stove and conditions

closed

STB

Working hard to keep you stable. The Fuel Can Stabilizer  
steadies your system on uneven surfaces.

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight: 0.9 oz (27 g)

POT SUPPORT

closed

PSUP

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight: 1.2 oz (35 g)
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Best brew in the backcountry.  
Resistant silicone ring provides secure  
fit to eliminate cowboy coffee by keeping 
excess grounds from escaping during 
plunging process.

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight:  
Coffee Press: 1.3 oz (36 g) 
Grande Coffee Press: 1.5 oz (42 g)

Dimensions: 
Coffee Press Assembled:  
3.7" x 5.8" (104 mm x 180 mm)

Grande Coffee Press Assembled:  
4.5" x 4.6" (115 mm x 118 mm) for MiniMo 
4.5" x 7.2" (115 mm x 185 mm) for Sumo

CFPGS

SILICONE COFFEE PRESSES

Get to the bottom. Stowable in your 
Jetboil cook pot, these high-temperature 
nylon utensils extend to reach every last 
bit of food at the bottom of the pot.

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight: 1.3 oz (36 g)

Dimensions: 5.2"  (130 mm) packed

UTN

closed

JETSET UTENSIL KIT

SPARE CUP

Never be without. Our FluxRing 1 Liter  
Tall Cook Pot is compatible with the  
MicroMo, MiniMo, SUMO, Zip and Flash 
systems as well as the Luna Burner.

FEATURES

•  Can pack Zip, Flash, Luna burner base,  
MiniMo, MicroMo, and SUMO with one  
100 g JetPower Fuel canister  

•  Drink-through lid with pour spout  
and strainer makes tasty meals  
even easier to make

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight : 9.7 oz (275 g)

Volume: 32 fl oz (1 L)

Dimensions:  4.1" x 7.1" (104 mm x 180 mm)

SC1TCB

HGKT

Hang in there. From wall climbs to 
backcountry ski trips, our hanging kit 
attaches securely to your burner and 
gets your Jetboil up and off the ground. 

FEATURES

•  Sliding bracket acts as a locking mechanism  
on the cord to secure the system in place  
while in use  

•  Compatible with Stash, Zip, Flash,  
MicroMo, MiniMo, SUMO

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight: 1.6 oz (45 g)

Dimensions: 7.1"  (180 mm) packed

HANGING KIT

CFPS

Grande Coffee Press  
Compatible with:  
 MiniMo, SUMO,  

Stash 

Standard Coffee  
Press Compatible  

with: Zip, MicroMo, 
Flash 



MINIMO SUMO

12 liters per 
100 g JetPower 

Canister

12 liters per 
100 g JetPower 

Canister

12 liters per  
100 g JetPower 

Canister

12 liters per  
100 g JetPower 

Canister

3m
32 oz (1 L)†

2m 15sec
16 oz (.5 L)

2m 15sec
16 oz (.5 L)

4m 15sec
32 oz (1 L)

12 oz
340 g

14.6 oz
415 g

16 oz
453 g

3.3 oz
95 g

.8 Liter
Open

Platform
1 Liter  
Short 1.8 Liter

1-2 1-2 2-41-2

1.5L Ceramic 
FluxRing  
Cook Pot and 
Summit Skillet

GROUP SIZE

WEIGHT*

SYSTEM TYPE

PIEZO  
IGNITER

BOIL TIME

VOLUME

FEED

THERMO  
REGULATE

WATER BOIL  
AMOUNT**

COMPATIBLE  
ACCESSORIES

1LT Cook Pot (1 Liter Tall), Hanging 
Kit, Pot Support, Coffee Press 
(Standard), JetSet Utensils, 1.5L 
Ceramic FluxRing Cook Pot and 
Summit Skillet (when used with  
Pot Support)

Hanging Kit, 
Coffee Press 
(Grande), 
JetSet Utensils, 
1.5L Ceramic 
FluxRing  
Cook Pot and 
Summit Skillet

12 oz
340 g

7.1 oz
200 g

2m 30sec
16 oz (.5 L)

2m 30sec
16 oz (.5 L)

10 liters per 
100 g JetPower 

Canister

12 liters per 
100 g JetPower 

Canister

12 liters per 
100 g JetPower 

Canister

.8 Liter.8 Liter

Fast Boil Systems
Best for fast boiling dehydrated meals  

and coffee/tea on the trail

Precision Cooking Systems
Best for rapidly boiling water and 

cooking performance in all 4 seasons

Precision Cooking Systems
Best for rapidly boiling water and  

cooking performance in all 4 seasons

Basecamp Cooking Systems
Best for maximizing cooking area and versatility  

when you're off the grid

UNREGULATED: Gas Feed REGULATED: Gas Feed REGULATED: Gas Feed REGULATED: Propane Feed

1-21-2

13.1 oz
371 g

1 Liter Tall

1-2

MICROMOMIGHTYMOPRODUCT ZIPSTASH FLASH

100sec
16 oz (.5 L)

48 liters  
per 1 lb  

propane bottle

48 liters  
per 1 lb  

propane bottle

48 liters  
per 1 lb  

propane bottle

3m 15sec
32 oz (1 L)‡

9.1 lbs
4.1 kg

3.5 lbs
1.6 kg

Open
Platform

Open
Platform

2-4 1-4

GENESIS HALFGEN

Luna, 10" Fry Pan, 
FluxRing Cook Pot, 
JetLink hose

Luna, 10" Fry Pan, 
FluxRing Cook Pot, 
JetLink hose

NOTES:
*  System weight does not 

include pot support and  
fuel stabilizer

**  Average over the life  
of JetPower canister/ 
propane

† In FluxRing Cook Pot
‡ When using 5L FluxPot

3m 15sec
32 oz (1 L)‡

2m 15sec
16 oz (.5 L)

6.8 oz
192 g

Open
Platform

1-4

LUNA

1LT Cook Pot  
(1 Liter Tall), 
1.5L Ceramic 
FluxRing Cook Pot 
and Summit Skillet 
(when used with 
Pot Support)

1LT Cook Pot  
(1 Liter Tall),  
Hanging Kit,  
Pot Support,  
Coffee Press,  
JetSet Utensils,  
1.5L Ceramic  
FluxRing Cook Pot 
and Summit Skillet 
(when used with  
Pot Support) 

1LT Cook Pot (1 Liter Tall), Hanging Kit,  
Pot Support, Grande Coffee Press, JetSet 
Utensils, 1.5L Ceramic FluxRing Cook Pot and 
Summit Skillet (when used with Pot Support) 

PRODUCT COMPARISON
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For the latest in Jetboil product news and  
even more great recipes, visit us online at: 

jetboil.com
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